**Security Lighting (-S)**

**Dual Function Operation for all Moonlite LED Fixtures**

**GENERAL DESCRIPTION**

All MOONLITE LED fixtures have a dual lighting function, for normal ambient lighting as well as emergency lighting. The night lighting option delivers big power savings, or can act as a low-energy booster for conventional ambient lighting fixtures.

**ENERGY EFFICIENT OPERATION**

- Dual function operation for night or security lighting as well as emergency lighting.

- Very low (4 watt) power consumption in night/ security mode. This unit offers tremendous energy savings when compared to any fluorescent or incandescent lighting systems during night operations.

- The Security Lighting option can be controlled by an internal time clock, photocell, or from a building management system.

- Available for both interior and exterior Moonlite LED fixtures:
  - Series MLD- Recessed down light
  - Series MLS- Surface mount down light
  - Series MRD- Recessed down light for Retrofit
  - Series MLW- Interior Wall Mount
  - Series MOE- Exterior Wall Mount
  - Series MOP- Exterior Post Mount

- Over 50,000 hour LED lamp life in normal use.

**FIXTURE SCHEDULE**
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